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Yes Or No?

What are binary options and what should you look for—and
avoid—in a provider? Here’s a rundown.

W

by Gail Mercer
hile some traders instantly think “scam alert!”
when they hear the words binary options, the
truth is that binary options can provide excellent
and profitable trading alternatives for volatile
and nonvolatile markets. The key is choosing a
good binary option provider. I’ll begin by looking at what binary options are and then offer a
few guidelines on how to choose the best binary
option provider.

What are binary options?

Binary options are short-term expiration contracts with limited risk and profit opportunities, based on either a yes or no

proposition. They are less complicated to trade than futures or
forex because you either agree (considered a “buy” opportunity)
or disagree (considered a “sell” opportunity) with the strike
statement. Most binaries have a maximum payout of $100 and
the risk is limited to the premium paid on entry.
For example, on the 15-minute chart of USD/JPY in Figure
1, you see that a support (the red line) has formed. This means
price should go up. A binary option strike for the USD/JPY to
be greater than 105.58 is available with an 8 am expiration.
Say the trader agrees with the strike statement (USD/JPY
> 105.58 by 8 am Eastern time) and buys one contract for
only $32.50 of risk (excluding the $1.80 roundtrip exchange
fee). Note that the entry order (Figure 2) identifies the key
components of the binary option trade:
• Strike statement (USD/JPY > $105.58 by 8 am) on July
27, 2016
• For a long position, the maximum amount the trader
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can lose is $32.50, which is paid
upfront
• The maximum profit that the long
position can produce if price expires
in the trader’s favor is $67.50.

Expiry 01:19:31

106.400
106.200
106.000

The chart in Figure 3 shows the expiration value was 105.735, which is greater
105.700
than the strike price, so the trader cap105.473 105.460
tures the maximum profit, or $67.50. The
return on investment, in this example, is
Support line
105.220
207.69%.
As shown in Figure 3, trading binary
options allows you to limit risk and po104.800
tentially increase return on investment. FIGURE 1: WHERE’S THE SUPPORT? On this 15-minute chart of USD/JPY, a support (the red line) has formed,
Moreover, binary options require no so you might conclude that price could go up from here. You look to see what binary options are available. You
margins and, since the total risk is paid see that one for the USD/JPY to be greater than 105.58 is available with an 8 am expiration.
upfront, stops are not used.
However, not all binary option providers are the same. defense for those living
Here are some guidelines for choosing the best binary op- in the United States. This
tion provider.
also makes it easy to
tell if the binary option
Choosing a binary option provider
provider is an exchange
There are some important differences in providers. When or a broker, because a US
considering a provider, the following questions should be designated contract marexplored:
ket is always referred to as
an exchange, not a broker.
Is the provider a US designated contract market?
In order to trade binary
Although there are binary brokers and platforms that claim to options on the exchange,
be regulated in the country of origin, according to a Commod- traders become “memity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) press release dated bers” of the exchange.
June 12, 2013 (http://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/ However, be aware that
fraudadv_binaryoptions):
some binary option websites lure traders into a FIGURE 2: IT’S A YES. Say you agree with
It is illegal for entities to solicit, accept offers, offer to or enter membership to their site, the strike statement (USD/JPY > 105.58 by 8
into commodity options transactions (for example, foreign cur- which is not the same as am Eastern time) and you buy one contract for
rencies, metals such as gold and silver, and agricultural products becoming a member of $32.50. For a long position, the maximum amount
you can lose is $32.50, which is paid upfront. The
such as wheat or corn) with US citizens, unless those options a US designated contract maximum amount of profit you can make would
transactions are conducted on a designated contract market, market exchange.
be $67.50 if price expires in your favor.
> 105.82
Sell

1.50

Buy

6.00

> 105.58
Sell

26.50

Buy

32.23

> 105.34
Sell

73.00

Buy

78.25

> 105.10
Sell

95.25

an exempt board of trade, or a bona fide
foreign board of trade, or are conducted
with US customers who have a net worth
that exceeds $5 million.
To see the most recent list of exchanges
that are designated as contract markets,
check the CFTC website. There currently
are only three designated contract markets offering binary options in the US:
Cantor Exchange LP; Chicago Mercantile
Exchange, Inc.; and the North American
Derivatives Exchange, Inc. All other entities
offering binary options that are commodity
option transactions are doing so illegally.

Thus, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) is a first line of

Buy

99.50

Expiry 00:00:02

106.400
106.200
106.000

Expiration value:
105.735

> 105.82
Sell

–

Buy

–

105.735 105.700
> 105.58
Sell

–

Buy

–

105.460
> 105.34
Sell

–

Buy

–

105.220
> 105.10
Sell

–

Buy

FIGURE 3: YOU GOT YOUR MAXIMUM PROFIT. The expiration value was 105.735, which is greater than
the strike price. So you captured the maximum profit, or $67.50 on this trade.
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The three designated contract markets offering binary options in the US are:
• Cantor Exchange LP
• Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. (CME)
• North American Derivatives Exchange, Inc. (Nadex)
Cantor Exchange LP offers binary option contracts with
five, 20-, and 60-minute expirations, as well as end-of-day
on gold and the following currency pairs:
• AUDUSD
• EURJPY

• EURUSD
• GBPJPY

• GBPUSD
• USDJPY

Although the CME is approved as a binary option exchange,
it currently only offers standard options.
Nadex offers binary option contracts on the following
markets:
• Indexes
◦◦ Wall St 30 (based on the underlying emini Dow futures)
◦◦ US 500 (based on the underlying emini S&P 500
futures)
◦◦ US Tech 100 (based on the underlying emini Nasdaq
futures)
◦◦ US SmallCap 2000 (based on the underlying mini
Russell 2000 futures)
◦◦ FTSE 100 (based on the underlying FTSE futures)
◦◦ Germany 30 (based on the underlying DAX futures)
◦◦ Japan 225 (based on the underlying Nikkei 225
futures)
◦◦ China 50 (based on the FTSE Xinhua China A50
futures)
• Commodities
◦◦ Gold
◦◦ Crude

◦ Natural Gas
◦ Corn

◦ Soybeans

• Forex
◦◦ AUDJPY
◦◦ AUDUSD
◦◦ EURGBP
◦◦ EURJPY

◦
◦
◦
◦

EURUSD
GBPJPY
GBPUSD
USDCAD

◦ USDCHF
◦ USDJPY

Standard expirations on all instruments include two hours,
multiple daily expirations, and weekly expirations. In addition, five-minute expirations are offered on the AUDUSD,
EURUSD, GBPUSD, and USDJPY around the clock. After
the US markets open at 9:30 am, 20-minute expirations are
offered on the Wall St 30, US Tech 100, US 500, and US
SmallCap2000.
Also, as of April 21, 2016, the New York Stock Exchange
(which is regulated by the US Securities And Exchange
Commission or SEC) began offering binary options under
the trademarked name Binary Return Derivatives, or ByRDs
for short, with a weekly expiration. The NYSE ByRDs are
available on the instruments shown in Figure 4.

Binary options are less
complicated than trading
futures or forex because
you either agree or disagree
with the strike statement.
How is the expiration value calculated?
The expiration price for binary options is calculated differently by each exchange. An example of why the expiration
price may be calculated differently is seen daily on any forex
chart. Since forex has no central exchange, the ending price
on any given five-minute bar is dependent on the forex data
provider.
A reputable binary option provider implements the same
methodology for determining the expiration price and it will
be stated in their exchange and clearinghouse rules, which
can easily be viewed on their website.
For example, a brief overview of how the Cantor Exchange
determines the calculation of the index is by taking the last
eight bids and last eight offers received by the exchange, removing the two highest bids & offers and two lowest bids &
offers, then calculating the arithmetic mean of the remaining
eight values. The full Cantor exchange and clearinghouse
rules can be viewed here:
http://cantorexchange.com/Rules---Regulatory-Info/Exchangeand-Clearinghouse-Rules.aspx

Nadex uses the following rules for calculating the expiration value:
Nadex stock index and commodities contracts:
• Take the last 25 trade prices in the underlying market.
• Remove the highest five prices and the lowest five
prices.
• Take the arithmetic average of the remaining 15 prices
and round to one decimal point past the point of precision of the underlying market (with the exception of
Wall Street 30, which is rounded to the same point as
the underlying market).

FIGURE 4: BINARY RETURN DERIVATIES (ByRDs). NYSE.com displays
the ByRDs that are available for trading.
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Nadex forex contracts:
• Take the last 10 midpoint prices in the underlying
market.
• Remove the highest three prices and the lowest three
prices.
• Take the arithmetic average of the remaining four prices
and round to one decimal point past the point of precision
of the underlying market.
The full Nadex exchange clearinghouse rules can be viewed
here:
https://www.nadex.com/sites/default/files/pdf/nadex_rules.pdf

The New York Stock Exchange ByRDs settlement value
is calculated using the rules you see in Figure 5. The full
New York Stock Exchange ByRDs clearinghouse rules can
be viewed here:
https://www.nyse.com/publicdocs/nyse/products/options/ByRDs_
VWAP-Settlement.pdf

the expiration on a winning trade until the trade turns into
a losing trade.
Of course, this also highlights the big difference between an
exchange and a broker. An exchange does not trade; rather, it
matches buyers to sellers and ensures accurate and fair prices.
A broker, on the other hand, is the middleman that sends the
trader’s order to an exchange. But the broker can also trade
against the trader, very much like a forex dealing desk where
the forex broker takes the opposite side of the trade.
What are the bonuses or special offers?
The adage “If it’s too good to be true, then it probably is” is
a good rule of thumb. There are many binary option brokers
that offer bonuses of up to 100% or more based on how much
you deposit. Both Cantor and Nadex offer specials that waive
the exchange fee for a predetermined number of trades based
on the amount of deposit. Exchanges do not promise a “pot of
gold” for opening an account but rather may have a realistic
offer that perhaps saves you money on your first few trades.

Make a statement

In a nutshell, for US traders, the CFTC and SEC have performed an intricate approval process that ensures binary option
exchanges provide a fair and level trading field. Currently, the
only CFTC- or SEC-regulated exchanges that are available
for binary options are:
FIGURE 5: SETTLEMENT VALUE CALCULATION. The New York Stock
Exchange ByRDs settlement values are calculated using these rules.

What is the maximum payout and can the trade be exited
prior to expiration?
As stated earlier, most binary option exchanges have a maximum payout of $100, but there are binary option brokers who
calculate the maximum payout as a percentage of risk, that is,
75% of the risk. In other words, if you risk $20 and the binary
option expires in your favor, then your profit is $15. None of
the US designated contract markets offer this model.
In addition, both the Cantor and Nadex exchanges allow
binary option trades to be exited at any point prior to expiration. However, most binary option brokers do not allow trades
to be exited prior to expiration. The CFTC has received complaints regarding binary option brokers manipulating price in
their favor immediately before expiration, or even extending

• Cantor Exchange LP
• North American Derivatives Exchange, Inc.
• New York Stock Exchange ByRDsSM
However, if you are going outside the US for a provider, then
you’re doing so at your own peril.
Gail Mercer, Founder of TradersHelpDesk, is a trader, mentor, author, and speaker residing in North Carolina. She has
over 15 years of experience in trading and in the development of custom indicators. Mercer is experienced in trading
futures, forex, and binary options using volume analysis
as well as divergence. You can reach her via email at gm@
tradershelpdesk.com.
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